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GOLD BUGS

SILVER CITY,

FRIGHTENED.

Reform

Club Literature ta Not Having
tilt) Desired Effect on the; People
of the Country.

The gold contingi'iit are greatly
alarmed over advices which chronicle
tlie continuous spread of sih-e-r
sentiment thromrhout the country, and
while the gold power feels assured that
it can measurably cjntrol the east, it
recognize that its hold upon the south
and west lias lieen destroyed. The literature circulated by the "Reform club"
at New York, from the circulation of
which great results were expected, has
utterly failed of its purpose. Its character was too ahstru.se to fall within the
understanding of the masses, and, doubtless with reason, it has always lieen
under the suspicion of having been
procured by the corruption fund of bankers and money dealers, both foreign and
domestic. The same influences whivh
secured the demonetization of silver in
187;! are now interposed to prevent the
rcmotietizal ion of silver in 181)5-and
this fact is recognized everywhere..
The
"Reform club" has,
therefore, called upon I'resident Cleveland to turn on the thumbscrews of federal patronage as a component part of
ihe gold standard campaign. Those
federal olliceholders who either fail or
avoid rallying to the rescue of the
gold standard policy are
to be marked for slaughter, while reward is to be bestowed upon the faithful who Bland by the (shibboleth of the
money power
represented at Washing. on by the allies of the Wall street
and Ihe Rothschild syndicates.
In this complication the question
arnés whether the administration will
be able to whip in the members of the
eiiMiing congress, just, as the same end
was accomplished by repeal of the Sherman silver purchase law? And in this
a--

connection ii may e imtr.icive to diagnose the situa'ion. The next, senate
will contain an increased number of senators favoring free silver coinage, ami
even some of the democratic senators

win surrendered their previously

ex-

pressed sentiments in favor of silver to
vote for repeal of the silver purchase act
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are in sackcloth and ashes over their
and eager to redeem
themselves, if possible, in the eyes of
their constituents and of the country.
The politicians all over the country,
and especially at Washington, are agog
over the statement that President Cleveland expects and demands that all federal officeholders
shall immediately
place themselves in battle array in favor
of the financial policy of the administration, and agitate themselves from center to circumference to drive back and
dissipate the advancing column of sentiment in advocacy of free and unlimited
coinage of both gold and silver. This
movement on the part of the president
has been anticipated for some little time,
but its disclosure is somewhat premature and, as a consequence, has aroused
a storm of indignation especially in the
south and west.
To break the force of this exposure,
the administration has restarted to the
cunning subterfuge of charging that it is
a scare originating with the silver men,
in order to provoke the hostility of democrats in the south and west. The silver leaders at Washington have been
advised for several months past that
President Cleveland intended to pursue
this course, and the fact that his recent
appointments have lieen carefully scrutinized to see that none but gold men
should receive preferments has been regarded as serving notice to democrats
with silver proclivities that the only
road to favor at. the White house is to
come into the gold camp and enlist for
the war. Therefore, the plea that this
statement originated with the silver
men, as a move on the silver chess board,
has no foundation whatever, and is simply a shrewd device to cover the admin
istration tracks. That, blind advocacy
of the gold standard policy and utter
hostility to silver has lieen made the
touchstone to recognition at the White
house and in the several departments,
is a fact everywhere recognized, and was
so understood by both republican and
democratic inemlicrsoi the late congress.
Recognizing that there is a substantial
majority in the senate in favor of silver,
the administration is employing its power to diminish that number. General
Fitzhugh Lee has recently been appointed collector of internal revenue in Virginia to strengthen his candidacy for the
senate to succeed Senator Daniel, a free
silver champion. The defeat of Senator
short-comin-

The Administration Asked to Assist
the Monometallists.

N.

g,

--

PRICE

5 CENTS

Blackburn of Kentucky for
is
one of the duties with which President
Cleveland has charged his administration. Of course, he would deny that he
lias interfered or will interfere in this
matter, but the people of the Blue Grass
state understand fully both friends and
enemies of Senator Blackburn, that the
silver issue is at stake, and that no effort
will be spared by the administration to
secure the election of a gold standard
man and the defeat of any senatorial
candidate favoring silver.
The total numlier of democratic members in the next house from the south is
91, comprised as follows: Alabama, 8;
Arkansas, 8; Florida, 2; Georgia 11;
Kentucky, 6; Louisiana, 6; Maryland, 3;
Mississippi, 7; Missouri, 5; North Carolina, 3; South Carolina, 7; Tennessee, 6 ;
Texas, 12 and Virginia, 9. The total
number of democratic members from the
eastern, northern and western states
combined is 14, comprised as follows:
California, 1; Illinois, 2; Massachusetts,
1 ; New York, 6; Ohio, 2; Pennsylvania,
2, being a gross total of 105. At this
juncture it is not possible to compute
how many of the southern members, upon
compulsion or otherwise, will support the
gold standard pol icy of the administration, but it is conceded that it will lie
very small, probably not over ten or
twelve. Of the fourteen democrats from
the other states none are known to be
silver men outright except Mr. Maguire
of California, so that the administration
will experience great difficulties in drumming up gold recruits from the democratic membership of the next house.
Although the presidential term of Mr.
Cleveland is on the wane and the larger
part of the federal patronage has been
disposed of nevertheless what is left of
the loaves ami fishes will lie utilized in
suborning silver men from their fealty,
as has been commonly tin practice here
tofore.
One of the attempted political metamorphoses which amuse the silver leaders at Washington is the effort to palm
off
Harrison as a silver
man, and as such the most available
candidate for the republican presidential
nomination. Just when Mr. Harrison
experienced a change of heart does not
appear that is, if he has undergone
such change. The declaration was repeatedly made by silver republicans in

both house and senate, pending
dent Harrison's administration,

Presi-

that

2
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nothing could bo expected in favor of
silver at his hands. Senator Teller made
no secret of his opinions in this regard,
not only in private conversation, but
from his seat in the senate. Senator
Wolcott entertained the same view, and
it is notorious that silver republicans
were not permitted to stand on an equality with their gold colleagues at the
White house or in the several departments during the four years' term of
Benjamin Harrison.
Of course, if Mr. Harrison shall repent, come up to the anxious bench,
confess his goldbug sins and declare his
adherence to free and unlimited silver
coinage, he will be forgiven and received
on probation. Rut if he expects to receive
the republican presidential nomination
at the hands of the repnblicans of the
south and west as the price of his recent
alleged conversion to free coinage of silver lie is likely to be grievously disappointed. Although Mr. Harrison professes to favor enlarged use of silver and
all that, the silver men make no bones of
declaring that they would expect just
about as much consideration for silver at
his hands as from Mr. Cleveland. J. J.
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WEEKLY CROP REPORT.
Some

Rln

and Crops In Very Fair

Con-ditlo- n.

Albuquerque. Prof. M. R. Gaines.
Only a trace of rain during the week.
Grass has made some progress upon the

mesa. Rain still needed. The trees in
During the past week the temperature town, in their new foliage.are very beauaveraged a little above the normal ; the tiful.
Farmington. Capt. J. G. Willett.
nights were wanner than last week and
weather, but very dry. There
Beautiful
and
21st
On
the
there was less wind.
22d copious showers occurred in many still remains a prospect for a light yield
localities, putting everything in better of peaches and apricots; all other fruits,
shape. The rainfall was very unevenly full crops. Alfalfa is a month earlier
distributed and the heaviest in the than last year. Stock on ranges doing
northern part. The heaviest total for well for this time of the year. No rain
of
the week was 0.58 of an inch at Ocate, during the week. Extensive planting
headway.
full
is
under
all
crops
in Mora county. In some localities conWeather
Española. James Curry.
siderable hail fell but tho hailstones
much less
were small and did no damage. There favorable for all crops, with
and ditches
was less sunshine than last week, but wind than usual. Streams
all planted.
nearly
Corn
of
water.
full
all that was needed to make good growth.
bloom.
full
in
Apples
progress
All crops have made excellent
Gallinas Springs. J. E. Whitmore.
and are now in good condition. Plantvery fine,
ing is nearly completed and small grains Weather during week was
east of
and
south
showers
heavy
with
are making very satisfactory growth.
west
and
north.
the
in
hail
storms
here;
condition
Fruit trees are in splendid
exceeddoing
are
vegetables
and
Fruit
all
danger
past
considered
now
are
and
seen trees make
from late frosts. There is an abundance ingly well. Have never
the past
during
than
progress
better
of water for irrigation and plenty of
week.
up
keep
to
snow left in the mountains
Wagon Mound. Asa. M. Ilollenbeck.
the supply for several weeks.
Weather more or less cloudy, with a
N. in Deliver News.
The stock ranges in the localities visof rain nearly every day. On the
trace
ited by showers during the week have
Another Irrigation Eiiterprlno.
had 0.19 of an inch of rain and
we
19th
lookare
made rapid improvement and
P. J. Simpson, civil engineer, who reAll
vegetation making good proing well, but where no rain fell they are snow.
turned a few days ago from the Rio
gress.
very dry and grass can not make growth
Puerco country, says that work on the
Winsor's Ranch. II. D. Winsor.
until rain comes. Stock is generally in
Rio Puerco dam, which will divert
Planting
just commenced. The range
good condition.
improve-in- g
water from the stream during flood seaThe following extracts from a few of is in fine condition. Cattle are
sons to the big reservoir already comin
appearance.
the reports received at this oflice will be
pleted by the Western Homestead &
Jíast Las Vegas. Dr. F. II. Atkins.
found of interest:
Irrigation company, is lieing rapidly
past week everything has lieen favorIn
is
Rain
Polil.
Los Lunas. Richard
pushed and will be completed in about
fell on the
badly needed. Alfalfa growing nicely. able. Snow, hail and rain
This dam is being contwo weeks.
Much
good.
doing
21st,
of
the
afternoon
Wheat is up and doing well. I'ruit,
structed of solid masonry, and is of a
this
cultivation
under
acreage
larger
with the exception of peaches, promises
The resmost substantial structure.
supply
Water
heretofore.
than
year
a large yield.
ervoir mentioned covers 170 acres, and
No adverse circumstances
Kngle. G. A. Foley. Light rain on ample.
is but the first of a series of reservoirs
whatever.
the 22d freshened vegetation considerwhich the company purpose building.
KoIroiii Arri'stiul,
ably, grass needs more rain.
There is a great volume of water flowRincón. C. IT. Raitt. There have
of the Albuquerque
Folsom,
M.
S.
ing through the channel of the river at
been no marked changes during this
New Mexico Savings
and
tho
bank
present, and enough water will be
week.
Partly cloudy weather, with Bank and Tiust company, two instistored in the reservoirs this season to
local showers adjacent, and only a trace tutions that closed doors in this city and
irrigate at least 1,000 acres of land.
of rain here, prevailed. Fanners are in made times hard, arrived last night
The company carrying on this big irrigood spirits, but stockmen somewhat from Chicago, and as ho stepped off the
gation enterprise in the lieautiful Rio
discontented.
train Deputy United States MarPuerco valley propose to demonstrate
Mesilla Park. N. M. Agricultural shal Knight placed him under arrest
what may be done in the reclamation of
College. The past week has been favor- upon indictments found against him
arid lands by means of storage reservoirs,
able to crops. ' Thinning and spraying of by the recent United States grand jury.
and as the country to be reclaimed is
fruit has begun. Vegetables are well F. W. Clancy, attorney, and W. P.
tributary to Albuquerque, the, people of
advanced, some having been marketed. Metcalf, regular landsman, were present
this city should give the enterprise
Alfalfa is beginning to bloom and is to render the banker any assistance.
every encouragement possible. Albumaking rapid growth. Ryo and wheat This arrest was expected, and a bond had
querque Democrat.
have been heading out.
been arranged, which was accepted.
Gila. Chas. H.Lyons. Farmers busy Albuquerque Citizen.
Contractor Brewer received a $2,121.50
check Wednesday from the territorial irrigating and plowing; very little planttreasurer and secretary in payment of ing as yet. Cattle in this vicinity are in
Two bars of bullion, valued at $3,000,
balance due on the excninental station.
for
shipped by the Helen Mining comwere
than
usual
this
condition
better
Mr. Brewer faithfully carried out his
of Mogollón, from this place last
the territory was very prompt in time of the year, but have heard many pany,
week.
settling with him. San Juan county cattlemen from other parts of the counTho new long distance telephones
has an experimental farm and buildings, try complain. There is some grass left,
were put on the telephone line Iwtween
the contractor has received his pay,
now for the experiments. San Juan but it will last only a short time, unless this placo and Mogollón last week. The
new instruments work perfectly.
we have rain.
County Index.
Na-tin- al
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Newsy Notes of Happenings

Purely

Local.
A

Orldt of Itenilnlile Paragraph
Hliould Not be Overlooked
lly Our Header.

Which

The Timnier house dining room has
been reopened.
Assesor Lady has already commenced
the work of assessing the city.
Daily stage service lietween this place
and Mogollón has l)een resumed.
A. G. Hood has gone to Mogollón and
Operator Taylor is attending to duty at
the Western Union office.
The normal school will remain in session ior four weeks longer when
close for the summer vacation.

it

will

Services at I he Episcopal Church, as
usual, next Sunday, by Rev. Edward S.
Cross. All are cordially invited.

The criminal docket for the coming
term of the district court here will be
shorter than it has lieen for some years.
Superintendent of Schools Link has
designatated next Friday as the day to
be observed as Arlor day by the schools
of this county.
C. C. Whitehill is fitting up his ice
cream parlor and confectionery store in
anticipation of a good business during
the coining summer.
Assessor Childers is still out gathering
in assessment returns. lie is attending
to the outside work himself and intends
to have it well done.
The outlook at Carlisle is improving
and it is expected that the camp will lie
producing considerable bullion liefore
the end of the season.
Fishermen may now bait their hooks
for trout 'and fish in the mountain
streams provided they do not catch the
sM'ckled beauties for sale.
Roliert Black commenced Work on the
Miller residence in the northwestern
part of town. He has a contract for putting a roof on the building.
Court will convene here a week from
next Monday. There is alniut. $.',500 in
the court fund so that it is probable that,
most of the cases lending can lie disponed of.

Quite a numlier of young people went
over to Lone mountain last Friday evening to attend a dance at. the residence of
Clark Rodgers. A very enjoyable time
was had.
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Jeff Christian's new street sprinkler is
keeping the streets of this city in fine
condition. Much less water is used than
would lie required to sprinkle the streets
with the fire hose.
Residents of the Mogollón country are
anxious to have that part of Socorro
county annexed to Grant county. They
are getting very tired of having to go
300 miles to court.
Rev. J. W. Sinnock will lie here this
week and will preach in the Methodist
church next Sunday. Rev. Sinnock has
been in this mission for a number of
years, and will doubtless give entire satisfaction.

It is now lielieved that all danger of
frost killing fruit this year is past in this
part of the territory. There will be a
good yield of all kinds of fruit in this
section except peaches and apricots and
there will be a fair crop of these.
Ranchmen are all unanimous in reporting that rain is badly needed in order to
keep the grass growing on the ranges,
but very little rain can lie expected
until the rainy season sets in, which
will not lie for ten weeks yet unless it
should come earlier than usual.
Sapp & Ilanness shipped a car load of
about 20 tons of ore from Paschal to the
Pennsylvania salt works this week.
They are shipping their first class ore
and are piling up the second class ore to
lie treated at some time in the future.
They have several hundred tons on hand
now.

3

Arbor Day Proclamation.
Section 1, of chapter 36, session laws
of 1891, provide that the county sup't of
schools shall designate Friday, May 10th
1895,to be observed by the people of this
county as Arbor day and recommend
that the schools have appropriate exercises in commemoration of the day.
B. T. Link.
Supt. of schools.
Old Dr. Drummond,
After years of patient study and experiment, has given to the world a preparation which is an absolute and permanent
cure for every form of rheumatism. The
price is $5, but it is two large bottles-eno- ugh
for a month's treatment and
will relieve the worst case from the first
dose. Sent by express to any address
uiion receipt of price, by the Drummond
Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lane, New
York, with full particulars and testimonials of wonderful cures. Agents Wanted.

It

is reported that, should silver reach
cents an ounce, the mines at Cook's
Peak will lie started up again. This
would give employment to a large number of miners and freighters.
Gen. Bliss has been ordered to Sun
Antonio, Tex., for duty. It was thought
at the time of his promotion that he
would lie assigned to the command of
this department with headquarters at
Denver.
The jury lists are in the hands of the
sheriff and quite a numlier of jurymen
have already been summoned to attend
the comming term of the district court.
Clerk Walton of the district court, is
one of the busiest men in town. He is
getting everything in apple pie order for
court.

80

Rev. Edward.S. Cross, who made five
visits to the Mogollons, during his former residence in Silver City, intends to
revisit that region. May 20th to 30th,
holding services, if possible, at Mogollón,
The Silver Social club will give a dance
on Sunday, May 26th, and at Plesanton, next Friday evening.
Alma, Cooney, Confidence Mill, and
Whitewater, on week day evenings, during his trip.

Fargo's $2.50

For the past few weeks the home supply of eggs has lieen about equal to the
demand and there have been light shipments of eggs from Kansas. ' Ranchmen
in this county might as well have the
money spent for eggs as to have it sent to
Kansas. There is a good profit in raising chickens here and eggs always command a good price.
The lioard of regents of the normal
school will meet here on the4t,h of June.
One of the most serious problems
which will have to lie met will be how
to raise money to complete the building.
It is possible that the money will have
to Vie raised by subscription or the
building left in an unfinished state. No
market can lie found for the bonds
voted by the last legislature now and
there is small likelihood that they can lie
sold at all since the repudiation of
the city and county bonds has been so

There is talk in railroad circles aliout
a change in the time card which will
bring the train in here early in the
morning. The outgoing train will leave
strongly advocated.
in the afternoon.

...Shoes...
C. H. FARGO

& CO.

ige-ao- o

For Sale

urna,
markct

t.

CHICAGO

by

C.C. Shoemaker.
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PERSONAL PALAVER.
Mention of People You Do and Do
Not Know.
Other Interesting Matter Which Cnn lie
Rend With Profit Ily All Onr
Townspeople.

Little Dan Casey is ill of tonsilitis.
Mrs. M. W. Neff is at Mogollón on a
visit.
New

goods

just

received at Robin-

son's..
C. C. Hall and wife arrived on Monday's train.
If you want a Parlor stove go to Robinson's.
J. N. Upton was over from the Mimr
bres this week.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Maher's.
Thomas Lyons was in from the Gila
last Saturday.
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
Martin Maher's.
Mrs. Idus L. Fielder left last week
for Texas on a visit.
Ladies' Oxford ties just received at
the Ten Cent Store.
T. F. Conway went to Socorro this
week on legal business.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
J. Kephart left last Thursday '.'for a.
three weeks' visit to Missouri.
Piano for sale. Price $125. Inquire
at Tub Eaoi.k office.
J. M. Morris was in from the Gila last
Thursday with a load of wool.
Elegant Sunday dinners are served at
the Broadway Cafe.
J. Crocket Givens, justice of the peace
at Central, was here last week.
Don't read your neighbor'spaper but
subscribe for Tub Eagle.
Sim Coleman is here from Kansas in
'
the hopo of regaining his health.
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery
at St. George Robinson's.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Mattocks were
v
over from Georgetown last week.
Stylish summer goods cheap for casli
at the Bank Building Bazaar.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Thomson w.ere in
. the city from the Mimbres last week, First cherries of the season, received
this week at Bishop's postoffice store.
Mrs. David Darling was out to Al ham-br- a
last week on a visit to Mrs. FitzSim-inon'

Receiver Foster, of the defunct Dem-in- g
and Silver City banks, was in town
this week.
The latest styles of straw hats just received at the Bank Building Bazaar.
Mayor Fleming will leave, this week,
for a trip through the northern part of
the territory.
All the different varieties of fruit will
e
be received in season at Bishop's
store.
John J. Quinn, formerly a resident of
Deming but now of Arizona, was in
town this week.
All goods are being sold on very small
margins by Aaron Schutz at the Bank
Building Bazaar.
J. C. Cureton, who ran on the populist ticket for county commissioner last
fall, was in town last week.
,IIave you seen the sateens at ten cents
a yard at the Ten Cent Store? If not
call and see them.
A. L. Christy, who represented this
district in the late legislature, was here
from Las Cruces last week.
Baxter Bishop has just received a fine
stock of fresh candies which he is selling
at very reasonable rates.
L. 0. Kellogg and W. D. Duke came up
from Deming last Monday afternoon and
went over to Fort Bayard yesterday.
House and four lots in Black's addition for sale cheap. Inquire at Tiik
Eagi.k olfice.
post-offic-

Express Messenger Marshall will reside here in the future. Mrs. Marshall
arrived last week and they have rented
a residence near the convent.
Call at the Bank Building Bazaar and
examine goods and prices. It is to your
interest to do this.
Con. Whitehill has a select stock of
confectionery at his new store on Bub
lard street, next door to the express
office.

Mrs. Emma Ellis and three daughters
arrived from Topeka last week and are
visiting John Coleman, who is á brother of Mrs. Ellis.
Take your sister or some other fellow's
sister to Con WhitehilPs ice cream parlor and see how sweetly she will smile
on you.
The invitations are out for the wedding of Dr. G. A. Hughes,, formerly a
dentist of this city, to Miss Ella Potts
down in Oklahoma, today.
C. C. Whitehill will open bis new ice
cream parlor next Friday .evening. It
is next door to the express ollice. Call
and sample the first ice cream of the
season.

Dr. Jesse E. Thompson, for many
years a resident of Sierra and Dona Ana
counties, but more recently of San Buenaventura, Méx., is at Placcrville, Cal.

The postolfice store is the place to get
fine stationery, fruits, confectionery and
notions generally. Since receiving his
new stock, Baxter Bishop has made the
J. H. Parrrialce went out last week to postoffice store one of the neatest busiput in long distance telephones on the ness places in this part of New Mexico.
Mogollón end of the telephone line.
B. B. Jones, formerly of this city, but
No Chinese help employed at the who has been attending school in MemBroadway Cafe. It is first class in all its
phis, Tenn., is now located at Mashular-vill- e,
appointments.
Miss., where he is practicing medPrices on clothing have been marked
down to lied rock at the Bank Building icine.
Bazaar.
Lost, an Eastern Star pin with initials
Gaton Petty; formerly in the furnish- J. S. W. engraved thereon. Finder
ing goods business in Deming, but now please return to Josie Whitehill at the

.'.

.

with the Detroit Copper company at Bank Building Bazaar.
Morenci, A. T., was in the city this week.
0. C. Hinman has the sole agency for
this section for the America Refrigerator,
the best made. Satisfaction gnaranteed.
NEWLY REFITTED and FURSpring and summer clothing at the
Bank Building Bazaar at prices that will
NISHED THROUGHOUT.
suit. Call and examine. It will pay you.
Take dinner at the Broadway Cafe Humple room In connection 'wltli tliti' Hotel.
next Sunday. The tables are supplied
' FoeMlns toiuid from Trains.
with the best in the market.

Broadway Hotel.

Bring your job work to Thr Eaolk ofIt will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
.

A. ABRAHAM,

Proprietor.

fice.

John Bikxkman, Pres.

.. nroadwuy.SllverClty,

Tiios. F. Conway, Vice Pres.
'
'..

J.

N. M.

W. Cartkk, Cashier.

... 35 3 9.

s.

Dress goods at prices to suit the times
at the Bank Building Bazaar.
Mr..J. E. Sheridan, editor of the Enterprise, will soon wed Miss Edith" Alien,
of Walnut springs.
.... .,
Buy your furnishing goods cheap for
cash at the Bank Building Bazaar.

The Silver City National Bank,
SILVER CITY, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000.
SURPLUS $14,000.
Advances made on Gold and Silver Bullion.

DEPOSITS SOLICITED.

..

EXCHANGE

FOR SALE.

'

THR RAttLR: WKDXRSDAY,
HELD

FOR THE GRAND

JURY.

John Richardson anil Charles Carpenter
Held on Cireumxtniitlnl Evidence.
The preliminary examination of John

Richardson and Charles Carpenter, on a
charge of robbing Mary Washington, the
aged colored woman who was found in
an exhausted condition and nearly dead
in the rocks below Chloride Hat a week
ago last Sunday, was commenced before
Justice (iivens last Friday morning and
lasted until Monday afternoon. Both
men were held to await the action of the
grand jury which' will meet a week from
next Monday.
The territory was represented by
James S. Fielder and the prisoners were
represented by J. A. Ancheta. A large
iiiiiiiIkt of witnesses were summoned by
each side, but no direct and positive
testimony was elicited from any of the
witnesses.
Jioth defendants stoutly
denied having had anything to do with
any robbery whatever, and disclaimed
any knowledge as to how Mary Washington got out, to Chloride flat.
Uctween thirty and forty witnesses
were examined and the facts brought
out were substantially as printed in Tiik
Eaoi.b last week.
The evidence was
wholly circumstantial, but seemed to
lead to the conclusion that the prisoners
were the guilty pardeo.
Quite a Milliliter of witnesses who were
summoned to testify in the case were not
called and most of those who were called
testified
to nothing of importance.
More evidence may be obtained liefore
the next term of court commences and It
may be sullicient to convict. While all
of the curctimstanccs point strongly to
the prisoners as the guilty parties, it is
not at all probable that a trial jury
would convict the men on the evidence
which the territory has been able to
produce.
Were it not for the enfeebled mental
condition of the old colored woman, she
would be the important witness in the
case for the territory, but her evidence
is hardly to be relied upon in the circumstances. It is possible that the old
woman was not rohlicd at all and it is
also possible that she got out to the lonely spot where she was found without the
knowledge of either of the colored men
who are in jail awaiting the iicion of

the grand jury.
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Wedding nt Georgetown.
Married, on Monday, May 6, 1895, at
the residence of the bride's sister, Mrs.
J. A. Potter, in Georgetown, N. M., by
the Rev. Edward S. Cross, Mr. II. M.
Baker and Miss L. E. Williams. Mr.
Baker and his bride have departed for
Chicago where they will make their future home.

Another Dividend.

The Albuquerque Democrat, yester
day, published the news that another
dividend in favor of the depositors in the
Albuquerque National bank liad been
declared by the comptroller of the currency. This makes in all fifty-fiv- e
per
cent, which has been declared in favor
of the depositors of that bank to date.
The Albuquerque National bank failed
some time after the failure of the First
National bank of this city and the
First National bank of Deming but up
to this time the depositors in these banks
have received but forty per cent, of
their accounts and there seems to bo
little prospect that they will get very
much more. The comptroller of the
currency refused to levy an additional
assessment on the stockholders of the
bank here, after fifty per cent, had been
levied and it is not likely ttiat much
will be realized from the bank's assetts.

The scarcity of water throughout the
southwestern part of the territory again
suggests the propriety of lioring for artesian water. Water is needed during
the greater part of the year for milling
and irrigation purposes and all that can
lie obtained can be used to advantage.
So far this year there has been no
trouble on the line of the Santa Fe in
this territory on account of washouts.
The Rio Grande is pretty high, owing to
the melting snow in the mountains, but
no damage has been done except to in
ditches so far.
The city cart is again a familiar, sight
John R. McFie, formely judge of this
on our streets. The untimely death of district, was here last week on business.
the city horse stopped the work of the
A. J. Papen, editor of the Rio Grande
street cleaning department for a few Republican, was in the city this week.
days, but the good work is again going
Miss Minnie Schutz has gone to
on.
to lie absent for some time.
There will probably be a meeting of
Thomas Foster returned last week
the citizens and taxpayers of this city at from
a trip through the south.
an early date to consider the payment of
Swancoat was over from HanWin.
the indebtedness of the city and county
week.
over
last
as a matter of public policy.
Superintendent
H. E. Hoffman of
Every one in New Mexico should read
the
informs the Libcompany
Pyramid
Any one of
Coin's Financial Scries.
mill and mines
eral
the
Pyramid
that
these l)ooks may be had free at this ofwill lie sarted up next week and some
fice by anyone who pays a year's sub
thirty men will be put to work. At
scription to Tiik Eaui.k in advance.
first work will lie confined to the Viola
Several people had to be turned away mine which is in shape for men to go to
from the Broadway Cafe last Sunday work on it immediately. The starting
afternoon, but preparations will lie made up of this property wili lie quite a help
to the Lordsburg business men. Liberal.
next Sunday to furnish dinner for all
You can get a copy oi Coin's Finanwho may come.
cial School free by paying a year's sub
Horace J. Loom is, one of the members scription to Tiik Eaoi.k in advance.
of the board of regents of the normal Call at the ollice, leave your subscription and get a copy of the greatest Ixmk
school, was here last week. He exacts
on the silver question ever published.
to be back again in a few days.
Legal Notice.
Water is scarce in the Pinos Altos disIn the District Court,
Fulton ,1. Davidson.
(limit County New
trict and the bullion output of that
vs.
Knit hers. Mexico. Nove m lie r
camp will be affected considerably if Kothschlld
")sft
term. isifi.
The defendants. Albert Itotlisi'lilld and Julrain does not come soon.
ius Hothsclilld. (loins business under the linn
name and style of Rothschild Itrothers. ut
liert Gillicrt will lie home next month St.
I.ouls. Mo., are hereby not lied Unit suit
from West Point where he has lieen for has iH'en brought against said llrm hy Fulton
.1. Davidson, plalntltr, to recover the sum of
two years attending the United States One Hundred anil fifty Four Dollars mid Ten
cents, claimed to he due liy you to said plainmilitary academy.
tiff and your proicity has lieen attached.
your np)earuiico at
There was a picnic at Pimmick's last I'lilcss you enter
the November term of the District Court
Sunday. Several young people from to lie lieituu and holdeii in and for the
County of Urntit and Territory of New
this place were there.
Mexico on the 1st h day of Novenilior. A. D..
IMiti. judgment
liy default will
taken
There has been less wind this spring against you.
W. 11. Walton.
ItAitHKTT.
o.
li.
Clerk.
than usual and there have been but few
Attorney for plalnlllT.
very bad days.

W. D. Jefferson, of Saft'ord, Ariz., has
supplied several people in this county
with liees. There is no reason why honey enough to supply the home demand
should not le produced in this county.
Mrs. James A. Long went to Hillslioro
Home production is one way to prevent
morning on a visit to her
yesterday
the sending of money out of the country.
aunt.
J. Frank Risby, who has valuable minMrs. J. N. Warner went east last
ing property in the new district in the
week on account of the illness of her
lUirro mountaina, was in the city
mother.
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NOTES.

Mexicans Uet Themselves Into

the C'lutctieH of the Law,
Mogollón, May 3. Times in this
vicinity are at the present not very
lively and therefore there is not. much
of interest happening.
There are two mills in operation night
ami day on the ore of the various mines
in this vicinity. There does not seem to
be many rich strikes occurring or at
least your correspondent does not hear
of any.
Quite a number of the people in and
about this camp are very ill, at the present, and two deaths have happened in
the last two weeks, of pneumonia. Mrs.
Patterson has been confined to her
room for several days, but at this writ
ing is convalescent.
Mrs. Thos. Brown lias been confined
to her bed the past week with a case of
la grippe.
Quite a number of Mexicans became
rather hilarious one night last week and
tried to take in the town, but our worthy
constable, Mr. Charlie Williama.was not
in favor of allowing them to do so and
promptly cast them into the city bastile
to appear before tho Honerable Judge
Bartlett, who shortly convinced them
that the laws must be olieyed, by giving
them each a fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith, of Tinos Altos,
have arrived in the city and will make
this their future home. Mr. Smith in
tends to go into the blacksmithing busi
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able affair, which lasted until the wee
sma' hours. Quite a number of couples
were present from Cooney and Alma,
and all report having a most delightful
time. There were about one hundred
couple present. Mr. Phip Baugh is the
owner of the hall and has just had it fin
ished and extended an invitation to one
and all to come and eniov themselves
which they did, and it is to be hoped he
will repeat it again in the near future.
Poka Oka.

liess in a few weeks.
Mr. Sil Uainblin returned yesterday
fnm a few days prospecting in the

.

:

mountains.
Mr. Phip Baugh has sold out his line
of dry goods and will now run a grocery
exclusively at the old stand.
Mogollón can now boast of a town hall
with a seating capacity of alxint five
hundred.
Mr. Frank Lauderbaugh has greatly
enlarged his restaurant, and otherwise
remodled the same for the general public.
Mr. C. H. Wilkie has j'ist received a
nice new safe from San Francisco. It is
quite a large one and it may be possible
that he will go into the banking business.
The Rosenberg building is rapidly
nearing completion and when it is finished it will be quite an improvement to
the main street.
Mr. William Bartlett has now got a
water wagon busy hauling fresh spring
water to the residents of the city, which
he hauls from the various springs in the
neighborhood of this place.
Mr. Jack Lambert has been confined
to his room for several days with an attack of typhoid fever.
The ball given at Central hall last
Thursday evening was quite an enjoy

Fell Over a Cliff.
Last Friday morning N. D. Hutton,
who was employed on the Chicago Trib
une during the World's fair as a repor
ter, and who has since lieen writing for
that paper, was instantly killed alxnit 14
miles from the Gila hot springs.
He was out with a party liear hunting
and on Friday morning he started out
from camp ahead of the rest of the party
to look at some of the cliff dwellers
ruins. He was riding a pony shod with
smooth shoes and came to an obstrua
tion in the trail. A tree had fallen
across the trail which was near the edge
of a cliff. He decided to ride around
the tree and attempted to do so, but the
sloping rock was too smooth for the
pony to retain his footing upon and both
horse and rider went over the cliff, striking 011 the rocks below.
Hutton's neck was broken, his skull
was crushed in and tho upper portion of
his face was bruised almost lieyond re
cognition. The remains were brought
in here without delay, arriving Saturday
morning in time to be embalmed and
shipped east on the train Saturday
morning. Hutton was a good wiitcr
and had he not meet with the accident
which cost him his life he would doubtless have written many interesting articles on southwestern New Mexico.

Coin's Financial School
lias made more converts to the silver cause than any other publication. We will send it free to any
one paying a year's subscription to
Thk Eagle in advance. Send $2
and get The Eagle and this valuable book. Address

The Eagle,
Silver City, N. M.
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Synopsis of Statements January
ltOVAl, INS. CO. OK LIVERPOOL

Assets In the United Sutes
Liabilities
do
Net Surplus
I.IVKUPOOI,

Assets.
Liabilities
Nut Surplus

do
&

LONDON & (1LOIIK
ENGLAND.

ENGLAND.
$7.ofl.2.rifl.2:t
5.422. 72H.79
2,lHtI,ü;0.44
1,1

IlltlTIKII

MANCHESTER

.JMW.aiW
5,427.070

Assets
Liabilities

3TI.0T1.1HP

Surplus...

Surplus

1,7117.44(1.72
(BI,fll!i.HH

AMERICA ASSURANCE CO.

Sl.llH.lW
TlH.SSO

Surplus

VKItl'OOI,

&.:mi.ok.iío

1st 1895.

Assets
Liabilities

PALATINE INSURANCE CO., LIMITED.

Assets
Llubllltle

NEW MEXICO.

$ani,HHI
ASSURANCE CO.
ENGLAND,

MANCHESTER
Si.MOI.770
l,.rUO,74

ÍÍÍB.IK1
DELAWARE INS. CO.

Assets
Liabilities
Surplus

il.rH.07H
1.1WÍ.018
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ROPER

A

FREE MAN.

Released on Account of the Failure of the
Territory to Push the Trial.

MAY 8, 1895.

and went to Silver City. He is a bright,
intelligent young man, and never has
given the sheriff any trouble while in
jail. If he fired the shot that killed
young S'.cele, and it is generally believed
that he did, although there is no direct
evidence, it is admitted that the shooting was the act of a drunken lunatic and
not the outcome of deliberate purpose-Indepen- dent
Democrat.

7

originato with the Indians,but they were
incited to oppose the construction of the
railroad, it is believed, by white men
who have been or are now residents at San
Carlos. The ulterior aim of these abbet-tor- s
of the Indians is to effect the return
of troops to San Carlos ; to
it
as an important military post, restoring
the former prosperity of the Indians,and
of white retainers at the post.
The government should investigate
this mutter, and ferret out and expel the
instigators from the reservation, and
guarantee security to those who are en
gaged in the construction of the Gila
Valley, Globe & Northern' Railroad,
which will be of as great benefit to the
government and its red wards as to the
citizens of Globe and other section traversed by it. GIoImj Silver Belt.

Judge Bantz, holding a term of the
District Court in Sierra county has discharged John A. Roper from custody
and dismissed all the indictments against
hiin. The action of the court is equivalent to acquittal, and Roper may not
be put tn jeopardy again. The charges
against Roper were murder, attempt to
A Warning From Sun CnrloH.
rob and carrying a concealed weapon.
We have information from a reliable
In February, 1893, Roper, who was
source
that all is not well among the
p
employed as a cowboy on a round-uacross the river, came into Las Cruces San Carlos agency Indians ; that a strong
and got drunk. Toward evening he feeling of resentment has manifested
rode out toward camp, and it was alleged itself, and a disposition to do bodily
that he held up and attempted to rob a harm to those who undertake to grade
Mexican whom he met on the road. or construct a railroad across the reserve.
Samuel Steele, a young student at the It is believed that United States troops
college, was driving to town along the will have to be called out unless the
D.
same road, and it was supposed that he railroad company is willing to pay big
also met Roper and that the latter at- damages for a
Threats have been openly made and IMPORTER AND BREEDER OF
tempted to "run a blaze" on him with a
old
Eskiminzin and Eskanaspie intisix shooter and pulled the trigger, possiPURE ITALIAN BEES.
bly without intending to do so. Steele mate that blood will flow. Bilish and
for
interan
ask
will
was found dying in the road, where he four other Indians
Also a full line of Apihad fallen from the buggy, with a bullet view with the "Great Father," Cleveary Supplies of Leahy
land, to lay their grievances before him.
in his brain.
M'f'R Co., at their Prices.
y
Amateur Ileo Hook for
Roper was pursued, arrested and There is trouble ahead, unless the
Beginners &V. Catalogue
is speedily and satisfactorily setcharged with the murder of young Steele.
l'ree.
The community was greatly excited, and tled. On Sunday night last there were
Box 6, Safford, Ariz.
from
across
Gila
fires
burning
the
signal
a meeting was held to organize a vigi
lance committee. Some of the citizens tne P0"' Rm m ,ll0re 'nlln ft ni''e way
present wanted to hang Roper at once, Fowwows are of almost nightly oceur-rercThe Silver City
These are among the inevitable
but Sheriff Lohman informed them that
he should protect the prisoner at all haz- signs of the gathering storm. Some of
ards, ami the meeting contented itself the officers and other attaches of the
Drives in DRY GOODS and
with resolving that a change of venue agency are inclined to treat the matter
should not be granted, that the citizens lightly, and laugh at any suggestion of c ei n CLOTHING!
:.. r i nipt!' ,
npei un iiugiiiiiM in jjaII'ii-jwould hang Roper if he should not be an outbreak.
GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
The fact that Eskiminzin is. reported
tried here and that counsel should be
SHOES.
in this agitajion
as
the
employed to defend him. The commitAlso a full line of GLASStee hired a drunken lawyer, and the against the building of a railroad across
WARE and CROCKERY.
trial was had at once. Roper com- the reservation, is no surprise to the We sell everything CHEAP
plained in court of the condition of his Belt. Eskiminzin has always been a FOR CASH.
BROS.
attorney, and at the last moment other disturbing factor amongst the Indians,
inciting them to rebellion, and acts of
counsel came into the case.
Within nine days after the killing of hostility against the whites, and we proL.
Steele, Roper was indicted, tried and tested against his return to the San CarAlsentenced to be hanged. Application los reservation from Mount Vernon,
was made to the supreme court for a abama, where he was transported and
Bicycles,
duns and Revolvers
new trial and was granted, and achango kept in durance, together with the
because of his being a mischief
Promptly Repaired.
of venue was taken to Sierra county.
Hates Reasonable.
Three terms of court were held without maker on the reservation.
Yanklt! St. Silver City. N. M.
Evidently, the present trouble did not
bringing Rojkt to trial, there being no
money in the court fund of Dona Ana
county to pay the expenses of a trial.
CLARK- Roper was ready for trial at nil times,
The
but was kept in the county jail for two
years. It is the law that the territory
cannot postpone trial over two terms
without the consent of the defendant,
and at the recent term of court in Sierra,
Roper's counsel applied for a writ of
N. M.,
ALBUQUERQUE,
EL I' A SO, TEXAS,
habeas corpus and demanded his release.
11!) San Franeheo St.
0S
Avenue.
Railroad
Arguments were made by Messrs. Fergusson. Young and Bell for Roper, and
ments.
Sell reliable goods on easy monthly
the court held that Roper was entitled
Can refer to many families wit h whom they have dealt.
Tuning' of l'ianos in Grant county attended to.
to his liberty.
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, Tnilny
Roper was released from jail yesterday,
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THE RIGHT TRACK.
Conventions have been held in several
of the counties in Illinois to elect delegates to the democratic state convention
to he held next month to determine
the position of the democratic party in
the state of Illinois on the silver question. 80 far the conventions have Imícii
sweeping victories for the silver men
and there is hardly a douht remaining
as to the outcome of the convention
It will declare for free and unlimited
coinage of silver at the ratio of 16 to 1
without reference to the action of any
other nation on earth.
The demcrats of Illniois seem to have
some of the spirit of '76 and seem to he
in favor of financial as "well as political
They are making
independence.
strong fight within the ranks of thedem
ocratic party and are going to be successful!. If the democrats of the other
states in the west and south should suc
ceed as well, there will le no room for a
silver party in the next presidential
campaign. It the silver men supjwrt
the democratic candidate he will Ik;
elected and there will be no difficulty
in passing a free coinage bill.
The Morgan county democrats adopted
strong resolutions in favor of free coin
age and those adopted bv the other
counties in Illinois which have hel
conventions seem to have been patterned
after them. They were as follows:
Whereas, Silver and gold have consti
tuted the money of the democratic party
the money of the American people and
money of the whole commercial worlil
It was by the use of Iwtli that the worli
progressed ami our people prospered
Both metals maintained a substantial
parity as coined during the whole of this
century until after 1873, when the silver
was stricken down, not by any law of
commerce, but by the arbitrary act of
the goverments of Europe, joined by
that of the United StaUH, and manipug
classes ami
lated by the
their tools, who wanted to make property cheap while the interest on their
bonds remained the same.. Upon the
republican party rests the infamy of
having carried out the American end of
this conspiracy.
Whereas, As an increase in the volume
of money raises the selling price of pro
O.V

1

Iwnd-holdin-

185.

to the community. It fails to
answer a singlo point in the argument
advanced in The Eagle in favor of paying the bonds as we have agreed to do.
The Eaouü does not now, never has
and never will take the position that the
railroad bonds were or are a blessing.
We have repeatedly stated that it was a
great, mistake to have issued the londs
at all. The county and city would have
been just as well off had the bonds never
been issued, but they were issued and
were issued at a time when the residents
of this city were exceedingly anxious to
have a railroad. They imagined that a
railroad was all that was needed to make
this a second Denver and the railroad
bonds were voted. Had their expectations been realized, there would have
been no trouble over the payment of the
bonds. The legality of the issue would
never have been questioned. It seems
that there are some who consider only
the one point and that is the legality of
the issue. If the bonds are illegal "Fair
Play" does not want to pay them. He
does not take into consideration the
question as to whether the injury to the
town and counry would Ite irreparable
in case the bonds were repudiated.
The Eaoi.k does not pretend to decide
whether the Iwnds are illegal or not, but
Thk Eagi.k does say that there is no
question whatever but that the interests
,
j
f ,
t k
and that
and
interest
bonds
of
the
commerce grow. Having been violently ment
reduced there can be no nrosnentv in our without legal resistance,
hie eagi.k
country until it is again increased to its iM'lieves that more capital is required to
normal standard. This country has suf
resources and that the liest
fered enough from Euroean dictation develop our
capital is to pay what
more
get
to
and, as the United States of America is way
a free and independent nation, it must we have agreed to pay, no matter whethrestore that financial policy under which er we can escape the payment by a legal
it achieved all its greatness, and put an technicality or not. We do not Ixdieve
end to that policy that has given it two
panics and the complete ruin of its pros- that this city and county can afford to
perity ; therefore, be it
lose its credit for the sum of $107,000, or
Resolved, By the democracy of Mor- about $12 per capita of population. We
gan county that we demand the restorabelieve that the business men of this
tion of silver to the position it occupied
before it was demonetized in 1873, or to city, who pay the greater part of the
make our position more plain, we de- taxes for interest on the railroad bonds,
mand the free and unlimited coinage of would prefer to go on paying interest
silver and gold at a ratio of 16 to 1, withof the city
out waiting for the permission or action rather than have the credit
lost.
of any foreign government.
We hereby instruct the delegates from
It seems that "Fair Play" is a stickler
this county to the democratic state con- for legal rights and he would prolmbly
vention, to be held in Springfield, Juno
who might be out on a
5, 1895, to use every honorable effort to advise a citizen
carry out the wishes of the democratic lonely road with a thousand dollars in
party in this county, as expressed in the his pocket, in the night, to inform a desforegoing resolution.
perate highwayman who demanded his
money at the muzzle of a revolver that
REPUDIATION.
the demand was illegal, but it is very
A communication in the last issue of questionable whether any sane person
the Enterprise, signed "Fair Play," would take such advice. In the circumreads like the argument of a lawyer stances it would be good policy to deliver
working up a case. The writer seeks to the money without too much resistance.
incite the people of this town and conn
The city is in as destrate a (tosition
ty against the "cold hearted and con as a man confronted by a robber. The
scienceless speculators." referring, of railroad debt hangs over it. In order to
course, to the purchasers of the railroad pay it the taxpayers of this city will have
to pay $50,000. On the other hand if,
bonds.
The article seems to have lieen written by any possibility the payment can bo
more from selfish motives than for any avoided, which we doubt, our credit will

perty, so a decrease in the volume of
money must correspondingly lower the
selling price of property. When the
governments combined and arbitrarily
struck down silver, ttiey practically
wiped out
of the money of the
world and thus arbitrarily reduced the
selling price of all manner of products
and struck a fatal blow at all of the producing and toiling masses of the world.
Whereas, They made it possible for a
few men in Wall street and Lombard
street to so control the money of the
world as to force our govennent to go
down on its knees to them in time of
peace in order to get them to take our
khnIs and furnish gold to carry on the
machinery of our government;
Whereas, The great debts national,
state, municipal, corporate and private-h- ave
been made on the basis of the use
of both metals, consequently, the strik
ing down of one metal almost doubled
the burdens of the whole debtor class
and has been followed bv ruin and bank
ruptcy all over the world, because the
purchasing power of the people was destroyed. Therefore, the republican party committed a crime against our people, carrying out the dictates of European bondholders, and the dollar that is
the result of this legislation is the most
dishonest dollar ever given to man, for
it increases debt without compensation
to the debtor. There never has been,
and is not now,enough gold in the world
to lorm a basis of money to do t lie bust
ness of the world. The sight of all the
nations scrambling for the little gold
there is, like boys after a football, is rid
iculous, and on it fattens wind brokers,
while it paralyzes prosperity. Money is
the blood of the commercial world, and
one-thir-
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be gone and this does not simply mean

the credit of the city but it also means
that the credit of every business man of
this city will le affected. It means the
loss of the $10,000 voted by the legislature for the completion of the normal
school building and it means, furthermore, thateastern capital which is ready
to come here will go elsewhere. There
is more in the bond question than the
mere legality of the Ixuids and the business men of this city should not go into
court too hastily.

If there has been any doubt among
well informed politicians as to whether
the Chicago democrats would declare for
the free and unlimited coinage of silver,
that doubt has been dispelled. Last
Saturday the Cook county convention
adopted a strong free silver platform and
the administration was denounced in
the severest terms. Judge McConnell,
president of the Iroquois club, one of
the leading political clubsof the country,
declared that the president, although
elected by democrats, had Wonie the
standard liearer of anything but true
democracy.
The democrats of Chi
cago have set the
pace
and all
that good demócrata have to do now
is io Keep up with the procession
and victory will once more perch on the
banner of democracy. Let 'democrats
all over the country fall into line under
the silver standard and advance witl
unbroken front against the enemy.
talk of removing the South
em Pacific railroad shops from Tucson
io i.orusi)urg. several reasons are
given for the move, one lieing that during the summer season men can work all
day at Lordsburg while at Tucson they
cannot work during the heat of the day.
Another and a very imjiortant reason
is that the tax rate is much less in this
county than it is in Pima county. If
the Southern Pacific company should
decide to increase their taxable property
in this county by a large amount, the
decision will be welcomed by Grant
county people.
TiiEitE is

MAY

8, 1895.

and they may have cause to regret their
action. The people of Socorro want the
Agricultural college; the building which
was erected for the school of mines
would make an admirable' building for
college purposes and the next legisla
ture may be tempted to make a move in
the matter if the people of Las Cruces
continue to quarrel over the distribution
of patronage.
The annual interest on the bonds of
this city, representing the railroad and
water debt is $3,500.
This is about
$1.50 per capita of population, and yet
there are some residents of the city who
are willing to ruin the credit of the city,
cripple the normal school and jeopardize
the interests of everybody here in order
to get out of paying these bonds.

The Greatest Railroad
.on Earth

' Santa Fe Route!
Teachers and others going to National
ArhocIuUoii meeting at
July, should rememler
tlmt the Santa Fe offers us low rute
us unylxxly else, with lietter service.
Special Inducements to gmull or
large parties.
Through l'ullmun Sleepers and tree
St. Louis and
Chair
Kansas City to Denver. One hundred
miles' superb view of Rocky Mown- -'
tulns between I'uublo and Denver.
Privilege of attending Summer"
School, Colorado Springs, on return
trip.
Low-raexcursions Into the moun- tains after meeting Is over.
For descriptive pamphlets, uddross

t KriiH'atlonnl
Denver, In

Cars-Chica- go,

te

J. II. MnixiK,
Agt. A., T. & S. F., It. II., Silver City,
New Mexico.

Most Picturesque
county conventions have
. Line to Colorado.
been held in Illinois to elect delegates to
the state convention to be held next
month and the silver men are ahead in
E. E. GANDARA.
the race so far. The indications are
that the democrats of Illinois are over
whelmingly in favor of the free and un- GOLD AND SILVERSMITH.
limited coinage of silver.
Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
Tiik Deming Headlight has discontinNeatly Done.
Hereued publication twice a week.
after the Headlight will appear once a
PRICES REDUCED.
week and on Fridays, making three
weekly papers published in this county Satisfaction Guaranteed.
on Friday.
Yunkle St. Silver City. N. M.
Seventeen

The annual interest on the railroad
Ixmds of this county averages less than
50 cents per capita of population yet
there are some who do more than $50
worth

of

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT

talking alout it.

INSURANCE.

Coin's financial series is worth reading.
Not a a v Puhuc.
"Coin's Financial School," "A Tale of
Offlec at
Two Nations" or "Coin up to Pate" may
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
be obtained at The Eaolk ollice free by
paying a year's subscription to The
Eaoi.e in advance. The books sell at 25
cents each.
The failure to obtain a Biitlieicnt sup
ply of water to keep the new mill runStage Leaves Silver City Monning out in the Tulloch district has temWednesdays and Fridays at
porarily retarded the devolopment, of days,
that camp, but it is confidently expected g ft m
Phkbidknt Cleveland has seen fit to that water will be obtained in the near
write another letter.this time to the gov- future and then the camp will lie de
Office at Wells Fargo & Co's
ernor of Missouri, in which he still more veloped rapidly. No camp in New MexOffice.
clearly defines his position on the silver ico promises lietter than this one.
is
Mr.
Cleveland, it appears,
question.
not yet convinced that his course has
disrupted and defeated the democratic
party, but the great majority of democrats think otherwise and the policy of
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures
the party will lie shaped to suit the ma- etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
jority of the democrats of the country.
business at the same place.
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
Uoveunor Thornton is investigating
the Agricultural college affair at Las appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
Very Truly,
The newspapers down there
Cruces.
have succeeded in getting the college
R.
advertised as a hot bed of corruption
I'ost-offle- c.

Mogollón Stage Line.

YOUR

ATTENTION

J.

PLEASE

HICKS.
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VOORHEES FOR SILVER.
Ono by One

the Politician!) Come out For
Silver.

Lust week Senator Vorheea was interviewed on the silver question. He Raid:
"I do not regret the agitation of the silver question. Sooner or later it has to
be definitely settled whether the laboring, producing people of this country
can be bullied out of one-haof their
debt paying money or whether they will
stand up like free men ami protect and
defend the money named and provided
in the constitution gold and silver.both
not one of the precious metals alone,
but both, and on terms and conditions
as to their coinage and use, of absolute
equality. That is the question immediately before us, and no better time than
now will ever be found foritssettlement.
No great national question is, at this
time, in the way of a full, free and fair
discussion of money, currency, precious
metals, ratio, standards of value, units
of accounts and payment, and the bearings which all of these things have on
the general welfare of the great body of
the American people. The silver ques
tion itself is also plainer to view, less
obscured by craft of its enemies than at

the soil, will handle specie money no
more forever, and will catch even a
glimpse of it but seldom. Gold will be
hoarded and hid away in the vaults of
the great magnets of wealth, and the
people in their business will be put on
half rations of paper money to which the
shrinkage and contraction from the ba
sis of bimetallism to the basis of monometallism will reduce them."
of

lf

A

SILVER'S CHAMPION.
THE

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Established

TERMS OF SUBSRIPTION.
(IN ADVANCE.)
DAILY.

CURE FOR LOVE.

Georgetown Prescription PuI1IhIioI for
the Honed t of Love Sick SwuIiih.

A

Take:
dislike.
resolution.
2gr. of common Bcnse.
2oz. of experience.
A large sprig of time.
3 qts. of the cooling water of consideration.
Set these over the gentle fire of love,
sweeten with the sugar of forget fulness ;
skim it with the spoon of melancholy;
put in the bottom of your heart, cork it
with the cork of a clear conscience, let
it remain and you will quickly find ease
and be restored to your senses again.
These things can be had of the apothecary at the house of Understanding,
next door to Reason, on Prudent street,
in the village of Contentment.
Take when a spell comes on and drink.
Hoping you will grant this a space in
your columns, I am yours, respectfully.
Ruadkr of The Eaolk.
12 ox. of
1

lb.

NEWS

1851).

Ono year, by mull
Six months by mail
Thrao months by mail
One mouth by mull
Sunday edition, (IB pages,) year
Dully Editions Include the Sunday.

of

1.1)0
lió

$2.50

WEEKLY.
One yeur, by mull, In advance
Sumple copies of either edition on

$1.00

The Nkws Is the only consistent champion
of silver in the west, and should be In every
home In the west, mid In the hands of every
miner and business man In New Mexico.
Send In your subscriptions ut onco.
All communications must be addressed to

News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
NOTICB FOR. 1'1'lll.lCATION'.

Land Office at Las Chucks, X. M.,
any time since the assassination of silver
1S!(5.
f
April
money in 1873. There are. no legislative
VOTICE IS IIEREHY GIVEN THAT THE
following-name- d
settler has tiled notice
switches now in existence to lead the
of his intention to make linul proof In supjKiople away from the main track. No
port of Ids claim, and tliut said proof will Ih
made before the I'robutu Judge or Probate
cowardly make-shifi- s
or insincere shams
Clerk ut Silver City N. M on Muy 25th. Isifi,
viz: Martin Tellis. who made homestead apcan any longer darken the discussion or
plication No. lAMl for the w W of
'Í of sec.
betray the honest councils. The SherIS, tp III south of range 30 west.
lie names the following witnesses to prove
man act, which was conceived in rancohis continuous residence upon and cultivation of, suid laud, viz:
NO FUN ABOUT IT
rous hostility to silver and brought forth
Abel Damn,
of Silver Oily. New Mexico,
into law by the iniquitous betrayal of
('audio Tullís.
of Duncan. Arizona.
K. Itialda.
silver's free coinage, has been buried in
'
"
T. (ionzales,
"
Any person who desires to protest against,
E.
an unhonored grave. I have never leen
the allowance of such proof, or who knows of.
willing to admit that our system of curany substantial reason, under the law and
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
the regulations of the Interior department,
rency should lx) dictated by England and
such proof should not be allowed, will be
I promise you faithfully, In the long run, why
given an opportunity ut the uliove menother foreign countries, and I repel that you shall save
half your money, by having tioned time and place to
the
idea now. The real and vital issue now your work neatly mid promptly done to suit witnesses of said claimant, and to offer eviin
dence
of
rebuttal
that submitted by
presented to the American jH'ople is the yourself, at. E: ROSENHEIM'S
claimant.
John I). 1h van.
':M.
City,
N.
Silver
Register.
proposed elimination of silver from our
currency, its total overthrow and deimmnnnnnrmT
struction as a money metal and the use
of gold alone. This is what is now meant
by the movement agajnst the free coinage of silver, whatever disclaimers may
be made to the contrary; this movement
means the destruction of one-ha- lf
of the
debt-payimoney of the United States
and of the world. If it should lie successful it will double the burdens of
every debtor and multiply the gains and
is now úsed
Our Model 1893 Shot-Gu- n
income of every creditor, wherever the
Shot-Glltl- S
sun shines. The need of the white metby all the most advanced trap
al in the hands of the people is even
greater now than ever before. There is
Shot-Rifle- S
and game shooters.
scarcely a speck of gold in sight of the
In round numbers
laboring classes.
ASK YOUR DEALER TO SHOW YOU THIS GUN.
there are nearly four thousand millions
Everything that is Newest and Best in Repeating Arms as well as all
of gold money in the world and nlxiut
kinds of Ammunition are made by the
the same amount of silver. Willi silver
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., Winchester Ave., New Haven, fonn.
demonetized plain people, wage workers
....
.... ...1 n.. 4..1.. ......
r.. uur
...111.
1.1.
'
r.....
tu
1 a
q jf
iiiimiiiiMMi
umiu áviini
hhii juur iituirunn
vuitiii'íuu
itr ..... 110
and those who raise and sell the produce
XSL!LXSLLSL!LSLSUIJLÍJLSLLS&
I

111,

w

ROSENBERG,

cross-exami-

gMi

Winchester Repeating

Single

.

$7.50
3.75

1

1
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THE NEW CITY OFFICERS.
Appointment

Mude by
ItH

LrtHt

the

City Council

MAY 8, 1895.

$500 REWARD.

at

Meeting.

The city council met at the council
rooms lust Wednesday afternoon and
Mayor Fleming and Councilmen Maher
and Jones took the oath of office, having
leen
to their respective offices.
There were but few applications for appointment and the business before the
council was disposed of in a short time.
For the office of clerk there was but
one application, that of Win. F. Lorenz,
who has held the office for several terms.
He was reappointed without a dissenting
vote. Frank J. Wright was the only
applicant tor city attorney and he was
appointed for another year.
For marshal there were two applica
tions. j. is. Warner ottered to act as
marshal and health officer for $47.50
month and Marshal Cantley applied for
reappointment, stating no salary. He
supplemented his application by stating
that he wanted the same pay as last year
which was $75 a month. He thought
that amount was small enough for a man
who did his duty. The question was de
bated at length by the menders of the
council. Councilman Jones was in fla
vor of a reduction of salary but when
the vote was taken Mr. Cantley was
unanimously elected as marshal.
Dr. Gillx'rt had an application in for
appointment as health officer, but it was
laid on the table and a motion was made
that the marshal act as health officer,
which was carried. A motion was made
to fix the salary of the marshal, who
would also act as health officer, at $90 a
month. The motion was carried by
vote of 3 to 1, Councilman Jones voting
in the negative.
There were no applications for either
the position of treasurer or city engineer
but J. W. Carter was elected treasurer
and Surveyor Reed was chosen city en

For cases of Rheumatism which can
not be cured with DR. DRUMMOND'S
LIGHTNING REMEDIES, internal and
external. Fleasant to take relieves at
once. Restores stiff joints, drawn cords,
and hardened muscles. If your druggist
does not keep it, do not take anything
Ise. Send 5 to our address by regis
tered letter or money order, and the full
month's treatment of two large bottles
will lie sent to your express address.
DIIUMMOND MEDICINE CO., Lock
box 1521, New York.
WILL

ROB

(irant

Wheeler Committed
Avoid ArreHt.

NO

MORE

TRAINS,
Htrirlde

to

Grant AVheeler has robbed his last
tram. It will 1 remembered that with
Joe George he held up tiie west bound
passenger train at Willcox in January
and then retired to the Chiricahua
mountains. About a month later they
appeared at Stein's Pass one evening
and again held up the west bound train.
At this hold up they detailed Fireman
Johnson to cut the train in two and he
.
.
. .
.
saved the express by cutting the train
at the front instead of the rear end of
the express car. They got nothing at
this hold up. They were next heard of

11

on the Gila river and Sheriff Shannon
and Deputy McAfee took their trail with
the determination of following it till
they got their men. They followed it
till they got ahead of their men and then
abandoned it. Wheeler and George
were heard of at Mogollón and then in

the northern part of the territory. Detective W. M. Breckenridge of Tucson
was sent after them. He reached Aztec
last week Tuesday and found the men
had separated, George had disappeared
and Wheeler had gone to Mancos, Colorado. He secured a gang of fighting
men and followed him. Sunday morn
ing they surrounded the house in which
he slept and when he came out he was
told to throw up his hands. Ho commenced shooting and retreated up a litHe saw that he was surtle ravine.
rounded and escape was impossible, so
he put the muzzle of his sixshooter in
his mouth and blew off the top of his
head. He had on the same clothes he
was wearing at Willcox and only had
thirty cents in his pockets. The big money the rbbliers stole at Willcox has ei- .
tlier been cached or else George and
Wheeler got into a little game and
George got away with all the boodle.
Liberal.

B. T. LINK,
Proprietor of the

PEOPLE'S

1

A

Si

M

EAT"

ARKET

Will constantly keep on hand the choicest
gineer.
There were three bids for the city
printing and sometime was spent by the
council to decide whether Tun Eaoi.k or
in
Enterprise had the lowest bid. The
work was finally awarded to the Enter Alio a full line of FRUIT.
We solicit your patronage.
The city has Ix'en paving ten
nrise.
BULLA RD ST., SILVER CITY, N. M.
cents a line for every line of printing
has hod done, but now it gets the ordi
nances and proceedings of the council
of
printed free and the tax list at
cent a line. The whole work will cost
something less than live per cent, of the
amount paid last year to the Enterprise
which will be quite a saving. The letter
heads which the city fathers will use
this year will cost the taxpayers $1.50 a
thousand in place of $7.00 as heretofore.
There were two bids for the citv assessGIVES RELIEF.
ing; one by II. II. Hetts for $98, and
11.
for
The
Lady
$95.
P.
by
the other
bid of Mr. Lady, being the lower was
The appointment of a road
accepted.
supervisor was considered but no action was taken in the matter.

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game

i

Season.

RIPANS
ONE

12
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AN AimiCAiN ASSOuiATÍON
Organized for the Civilization of
Hausaland.
An

Important Movement for the Study
of a Comparatively Unknown
The Moit Typical of
Nero I'enplen,
I.ua-BUr-

When white men decide to push theie
enterprises into new lands they seldom
begin by milking1 long preliminary
study of the languages. They move
into the country and learn the languages while they are buying product!
or teaching the natives. A movement
is now well advanced, however, for
making a thorough study of a great
African language while yet there is not
a missionary in the field and scarcely n
trader. Everybody who knows the
facts thinks this is the best step that
can be taken towards getting a foothold in the great and populous regions
of the central Soudan, just south of the
Sahara desert.
This region, says an eastern exchange, also known as Hausaland, is
dotted over with numerous towns and
has millions of inhabitants. It covers
an area of half a million square miles,
and is
as large as the United
States, exclusive of Alaska. The only
widely-sprea- d
language there is the
Iiausa, and it is spoken by not less than
one
of the human race.
It is one of the rLhest und most cultivated languages in Africa, and is not
only the vernacular where the Ilausas
live, but is the lingua franca in wide
regions beyond its own home. Far
couth and west of the lower Niger,
llausa is coining to be more and more
spoken. In big coast towns like Lagas
and Budagry, wherever Mohammedans
are found, llausa is the dominant language. The rcaso-.- i is that the Ilausar,
arc the leading commercial people of
Africa. Their caravans are found from
the Mediterranean states to the wild
regions west of the (ulí of tUiincn. and
wherever they go they spread the
knowledge of their language.
It was deeded long ago that the
study of this language was of great importance to philologists, traders and
missionaries, and so, in 1M.J, the IIa;i:a
association was' formed in Engkr.id,
with the object of obtaining a complete
knowledge of it.
representatives of science and philology
formed the committee and a programme of work was adopted. The
first step was to send a student to
Tripoli and Tunis to get a preliminary
knowledge of the tongue from the
llausa caravans which visit those
cities. Mr. Charles liobinr.on was
for this work, and he has carried
it on with enthusiasm
results, lie h.-- mingled Litimately with
the Iiausa visitors to North Africa. He
iian acquired it knowledge of their hab-i.- s
of thought as well us of their language, both of which are essential conditions to useful re ;idenee in the ee:i-tr.Soudan. He has translated some
of the (io.rx-l- into the language with a
view, simply, to pr .riding a ulful aid
one-sixt- h

Well-know-

n

.:

:l

s

to white students. In fact, the missionaries, while interested in the work,
are taking no active part in it, and it is
being carried on solely by an eclectic
body of scientific men, with such support as the public are giving them.
Mr. Robinson has now started for the
central Soudan with a number of assistants, including a physician who has
picked up a good deal of Iiausa at
Tunis, and it is expected that he will
be particularly useful, for it is known
that a doctor can often obtain access to
circles in Hausaland to which an ordinary traveler would not be admitted.
Their headquarters will be at Kano,
the "Manchester of central Africa,"
but they will also visit other important
towns, where somewhat different dialects of Iiausa are spoken, so that the
proposed vocabularies may be of service to future residents in various parts
of the Iiausa states. Mr. Robinson and
his assistants will complete among the
Iiausa people the work that they began
in North Africa. The purpose is to
bring back material for a copious dictionary and grammar of the language,
and this is only the beginning of the
work that the association has in view.
They intend, for instance, to print simple, illustrated books on agriculture in
the Iiausa language, and other works
instructing the people in the best methods we know of carrying on the pursuits in which they already excel other
African people.
There is probably no work now doing
among the natives of Africa which
promises such good results as this. The
Ilausas are called the most typical of
all the negro people, and in their intellectual qualities they hold the very
foremost rank among negroes. They
are fine agriculturists, and although
the great mass of them have been
scarcely affected by foreign influences
they are conspicuous for the variety
and excellence of their manufactures,
such as the making of cloth, mats,
leather and glass.

...

It

Meant Something.
The prince of Wales is said to have an

extraordinary and accurate knowledge
of the signs, colors and membership of
all orders of merit. It is a matter in

which he permits no trifling, too. At a
recent state ball, a beautiful young
girl wore a glittering jeweled decoration
on her breast. She danced opposite Uso
prince. When the quadrille was over,
ho said, gently: "That is a beautiful
ornament.
May I ask to whom it belongs?" ' "To Lord Blank," said the
frightened girl; "he is my fiance,
lie
allows me to wear it." "Can you unfasten it easily?" "Yes, your highness." "Then may I ask you to take it
o.7, and to tell Lord Blank that It means
i.oinething more than a bit of gold and
a few diamonds to be worn merely as
an ornament,
even by 'a charming
woman?"

INDIAN

TERRITORY

PROBLEMJ.

Where the Conditions of Society Are in
Fri'HHliiK Need of Keforniiitlon.

Trobably nowhere else in the world
since the time of the feudal barons has
there been a condition of society demanding reformation equal to that now
demanded in Indian territory. As might
be expected, the Indian citizen landholders control the Indian governments
absolutely, and no law can be passed
in Indian legislatures interfering with
their greed, and any law which they desire enacted for their benefit is secured
either by appeals to prejudice, by
threats, or by open bribery. The landholder has thus acquired his holding
without cost to himself and is as secure
in its possession under the present
regime v.n if he had a patent from the
d
United Slates. The
Indian,
as a rule, is poor, shiftless and ignorant,
without ambition and without opportunity. He cannot- acquire any land
beyond a miserable holding of an acre
or two in the mountainous country.
The opportunities for further development and civilization are absolutely
denied to him, while his patrimony is
absorbed by the rapacious white Indian or
says a writer in
North American Review. In every pard
ticular the progress of the
Indian has been arrested. He is not advancing, he is retrograding.
Modern
observation and thought have reached
the conclusion that allotment of lamí
in severalty and citizenship are Ihe indispensable conditions of India progress. Neither one is possibl
the 'present Indian governnieuVi'
tinue. The share of the common Indian has been as stolen from hiin as V
lie had been driven off the land bv
white men. There will never be ,
division until congress shall take
i
matter in hand and compel it, and tho
longer this is delayed the greater is the
probability that justice will never be
done the Indian.
,

full-bloo-

half-bree-

full-boo-

DATES AND
Something About

DATE

TREES.

ha Dellcloi Fruit of
fri II !rt of Silmi-n- .
The oasis in the Oued Ris consists
mainly of palm trees sheltering other
trees. There are more than six hunI

dred and sixty thousand palm trees
and about one hundred thousand fruit
trees. The date palm is the great
nutritive product and feeding medium
of the Sahara; without it the plains
would be everywhere desert. Fortunately it requires for its perfect maturity and the prime quality of its fruit
those conditions that the Sahara possesses tor-riheat in summer and intense dryness of the air.
It thrives in the most arid soil, but it
most have water and plenty of it at
the roots. And it is, says the New
York Ledger, the singularity of the
Sahara, aptly called the land of thirst,
Sn itched Off.
that it conceals treasures of irrigation,
A French railway Jias lately arranged and that it is only on those spots
its telegraph lines so that at a prear- where the treasure may be easily obranged signal tho wires are switched tained that the clusters of palms are
from telegraph instruments to tele- found.
phones, tli us enabling tho operator
The delicate transparent date, known
either to talk' verbally or to communi- as "neglet nous," is the choice fruit,
cate by the telegraphic code at will.
fetching the highest price. It is at all
d
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times the rarest, changing its nature
from one regions to another, and being, more than any other, dependent
upon the
of tho soil and the
climate where it f rows. The remaining
varieties, although numerous, may be
divided into two classes: The soft dates,
which are compressed between goatskins and sold in the Arab markets, and
are consumed by the poorer classes,
and the dry dates, of which the nomads slip a few doz.cn in the folds of
their "bournous" forftheir daily consumption.
The cheaper kinds are almos1; entirely disposed of in the country, and
are not considered worth exporting.
Like other harvests, the date gathering
is subject to vicissitudes and fluctuations and prices vary accordingly.
r
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Y.
should you condescend to take ut
GOOD FGri Tnil ENt-morsel with your chopstick and place it
The Klin of Dahomey No Longer Like
in his mouth.
Modern Artillery.
At the close of the meal one of the
The king of Dahomey received some
waiters goes round with a forbidding-lookin- g
conM

Krupp cannon not long ago, and
napkin, which he dips into li.
ceived the idea of having them mounted
of water and hands to each pel
bowl
on elephants' backs for use in the field.
in turn, to wipe his mouth and
With much difficulty this project was son
with; and, as may bo imagined,
hands
carried out, and at the next military
is not much relished when
review the king ordered that one of the the attention
comes to the turn of the last person .
it
of
be
guns
fired immediately in front
the royal position, first taking the pre- at the table.
caution to place a couple of thousand
A WHITE PANTHER.
prisoners where it was calculated the
ball would strike, so as to judge of the New Curiosity from the Cucao Cap- t'.ir.-i- l
ly Km Prince.
effectiveness of the shot.
When all was ready, says Amusing
Another zoological curiosity in the
Journal, one of the biggest elephants ihape of a white panther is now
sight-seer- s
to the Jardin des
was backed around and sighted.
Just as the lanyard was jerked, how- .'lantes. The Paris correspondent of
ever, the animal turned half round to ho London Daily News says it is a
PLEASURES OF BAD TASTE.
reach for a peanut or something, and lost gruje-- al being, and may be called
One of the Miinv t'.:se.i In Which Ignorthe shell took off the prime minister's ulio fair Caucasian of the panther tribe.
ance I SymviyiniiiiH with 1111m.
in the Caucasus by
head and knocked a hole as big as a It was
A lady who has always been known
sewer through the. royal palace. His Ih'injc (íarg.irinc, who thought he
as a person of quiet and refined taste majesty wouldn't have cared so much would contribute to the Franco-Russia- n
confessed to me once, says a writer in if the matter had ended there as the "riondly understanding by sending it to
Lippincott's, that she had all her life minister wasn't very prime and the pal- I'uris.
Tho passage from the port
glass ace needed ventilation but it didn't. where it va.; put on. board a steamer
had a passion for bright-colore- d
beads.
On the contrary, the elephant, which coining to Marseilles was very rough.
This fancy had been frowned upon had been stood oil its head by the re- The white panther suffered greatly,
by her mother. She was told, when, as coil, picked itself up in a fury and not apparently from seasickness, but
a child, she begged for beads to wear, started in on the down grade ahead of from nervous alarm.
that none but overseer:;' daughters its ticket. It upset the grandstand the
The newcomer is the size of any other
(this was in the south) would wear any- very first rush, slung tho grand cham- three-yea- r
old creature of its race, but
thing of the sort, since beads were ugly berlain and the pa:;t grand carver of its snout is longer and narrower than
and vulgar. Thin was sufficient to pre- missionaries into the next street. It one would expect in a feline. The eyes
vent the manifestation of her fancy, but then jumped into ilie brass band with are glitteringly bright, and the bushy
the longing remained.
all four feet, and if it hadn't got the tail makes this panther seem an overHut are glass b :uls uglyt The un- big drum over its head so that it grown Angora of the white species.
tutored mind everywhere accepts them couldn't see, it would probably have The mustaches are short, the fur is
as beautiful. The tutored mind, one cleaned out the entire congregation.
thick and longer and more silky than
may almost say, has lost the faculty of
The king was not found until the that of the spotted panther, but I
spontaneous admiration. To say that next morning, and then he wai heard doubt whether it will, should it live to
a thing is ugly is simply equivalent, to remark that there was only one an old age, remain white. It appears
that it is thing needed to render his new artil- that when caught the robe was inore
with many women, to
"not worn." To the savage, to the un- lery system an entire success that was snowy. It is now taking a cream tinge,
taught in civilization, a beautiful thing to get the enemy to adopt it.
and faint spots are beginning to appear.
s
M.
considers it an inis beautiful in itself, not v. Uh regard
to fitness, fashion or expon. ;i ncss. No
teresting rarity. Its manners are genA CHINESE D NN1R.
searching for data upon whi :'a to b.ise
tle. The theory about its whiteness is
en opinion check:! tho thrill of quick One Napkin In '.'ado lo Serve the Whole that it was caused by an instinctive
Co i piny.
and unconscious attempt of ancestors
delight in the presence of the admired
Unlike their neighbors tho Japanese, to adapt themselves to a snowy region
object. To them a red glasa bead is as
floor
during of the Caucasus. The long fur is taken
attractive as a ruby, a tinsel ornament they do not squat on the
meals, but understand tho use and com- to point to habitual residence in a cold
as beautiful as gold.
fort of chairs. Most of the dishes of climate.
which the dinner consists aro placed beA Vuluwhlt Olil Minlow.
A Good Brew.
forehand on tho table, whi ;h is therein
recorded
was
document
An ancient
beer
The October brew of home-mad- e
the registers oillce in New York the fore necessarily a large one, and is not
other day, whiih will tend to show the graced with cloth. The meal generally was the celebrated one in Bucks, and
rapid growth of the city and the ad- common jes with a drink all round, fol- the fanner made it of sufficient strength
conby means of eight bushels of malt to
vance in the price of real cútate. Tho lowed by a sort of
imperial galdocument in que;;', ion is a conveyance sisting not of dainty appetizing mor- the hogshead of fifty-fou- r
Wat-kinsels, but of fruit and nuts; then comes lons. Once, in an outlaying village in
executed July 15, 1817, by
'
of the city of New York, physi- soup, followed by various' stews and Bucks, the rector on a certain Sunday
gave out as the text, "First Hebrews,
messes.
Dyokman,
Michael
and
to
Isaac
cian,
It is particularly noticeable, says nine and ten." Whereupon an
sons of Jacobus Dyokmun, of Kings-bridgfarmer, renowned for his
and conveys a piece " of Chambers' Journal, that all the dishes
inout: "And a very pretty
good
tap,
called
flavor,
oily
and
decidedly
Kings-bridga
of
nrc
near
meadow
land, being salt
containing five acre.;, adjoining deed this appears indispensable to the tipple, too. I brews eight!"
land of John Nagle and l.lazo Moore, Chinese cook, who, by the way, never
Progresa In .'pan.
Jr., for the sum of fifty-si- x dollars and serves his meat roasted as we know it,
years ago the persons of the
Twenty
pieces,
and
cut
small
into
up
cents. As now laid out the but
twenty-fiv- e
empress of Japan were saproperty is bounded by Academy street, stewed or boiled. Iletwecn each course emperor and
seen by no one save
were
they
cred;
few
to
common
smoke
a
practice
is
a
it
Harlem river, Sherman avenue and
court officials, and even to these
Dyckman street, find comprises six full whiffs of toba ico from a pipo to while high
emperor's face must be veiled. The
blocks in section eight on the land map away the. interval. Like Europeans, the
now visits tho free hospital of
empress
stress
upon
especial
place
Chinese
the
of tho city of New York. Tho present
Tokio, and talks or gives presents to
value of this property must bo between 'ho ceremony of taking wine with one
the patients as freely as in any western
throe hundred tliouand and live hun- another; and it is considered as a
.
land.
eo'.r.plhnent
neighbor
to
your
dred thousand dollars.
--
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COULD

HAVE A WAVE.

Lake Michigan Could Rise Up and
Surprise Chicago.
All

It

Needs Is an Earthquake to Set
Going What an Ancient Mar.
lnor Says About Such
Matters.

It a

"Apropos of the recent Atlantic tidal
wave," suid an ancient mariner to a Chicago Tribune man the other day, "an
account of one nearer home might be
of interest at this time. It isn't necessary to have an ocean of water to produce one of these waves by long odds.
Old Luke Michigan could get up a
1'rimo article in lhat line and show Chicago a few things heretofore unthought
i. A; I that would be necessary would
be an earthquake in the lake and then
there would bo from six to ten feet of
water here in no time. The story that
I started to tell you has an earthquake
a: t'.ie prime eause, a tidal wave as the
immediate effect, and a ruined town
us the result.
"New Madrid, Mo., was destroyed by
the 'great shake,' as it was called, in
the year 1011. The whole Mississippi
valley was affected. The center of violence was at Little Prairie, near New
Madrid. The vibrations were felt over
the Ohio valley as high as Pittsburgh.
Now Madrid suffered more than any
other town on the Mississippi. At that
time Indians were dangerous and the
person;; engaged in carrying produce in
boats to New Orleans kept in company
for mutual defense. In the middle of
Dejomber 1(1 there was a terrible shock
and jarring of the boats so that the
crtws were all awakened and hurried
on deck, thinking of an Indian attack.
The noise and commotion were dreadful, but soon stopped. In the morning
loud roaring and hissing were heard
and there was a tremendous boiling up
of tV.o waters of the Mississippi in huge
swell:, tossing the boats about so violently that the men were thrown abput
on the decks. The water in the river
changed to a reddish hue, then became
black with mud thrown up from the
the bottom, while the surface, lashed
by the agitation of the earth beneath,
was covered with foam, which, gathering into masses the size of a barrel,
floated along the trembling surface.
"The earth opened in wide fissures,
and closing again threw the water,
bund and mud in huge jets higher than
the tops of the trees. The atmosphere
wan filled witli a thick vapor of gas.
At New Madrid several boats were carried by the great waves up onto the
bank of the river just above the town,
and were left high and dry a considerable distance from the water. Many
boats were wrecked on the snags,
whiles others were sunk or stranded on
the sand bars and islands. The scenes
Í r several days-- during the repeated
shocks were horrible. The sulphurated
g nos discharged tainted the' vAv wii.li
iio::ou: c.'.luvia, and so ironjly
pivnated the water of the river for one
hundred lind fifty r.iiles below that it
could hardly bo used for any purpose

MARSHAL EAZAINE CONDEMNED
History Retailed of the Stirring Events in
a Notable Career,
On December 10, 1873, Francois
Achille liazaine, the French general,
was condemned for surrendering in tho
Franco-Germawar, though lie
long and honorably served his country,
says Spare Moments. Horn April f:,
1811, he joined the army in 1831, served
in Africa in 1833, was made lieutenant
in 1837 and obtained the Cross of the
Legion of Honoft lie distinguished
himself in Algiers in 1831) and joined
the Mexican expedition in 1802, with
the rank of geni ral of division, by
which the French endeavored to assist
Maximilian in obtaining the throne of
that country, and liazaine remained
there until 1807, when he effected his
retreat by Vera Cruz.
In 1804 he had been created a marshal
of France. In the Franco-Germawar
he commanded the Third army corps
and occupied Mctz, where, after a seven
weeks' siege, he capitulated with an
army of one hundred and seventy-fiv- e
thousand men, with fifty generals an. I
over six thousand officers. This surrender so wounded the national vanity
of tho French, though perseverance m
the defense was useless and would hr.vj
caused only starvation and suffering to
the besieged, that he was summoned
before the military commission of the
national assembly in August, 1871, was
tried by court-martiand found guil'.y
of treason and condemned to degradation and death. The sentence was.
however, commuted to twenty years'
seclusion in the island of Saint Mur- guerite, situated just off Cannes, on the
rench Mediterranean coast.
Here he lived nine months with his
wife and children, after which she left,
and ineffectually interceded with' Marshal MacMahon, the president of the
French republic, that, though her husband was to continue in exile, he should
not be kept as a prisoner. On Monday,
August 10, 1874, a rope was found hanging from the parapet of the fortress
and by this llazaine managed to escape.

for many days.
New Madrid, which stood on a bluff
twenty feet above the summer floods,
sunk so low that the next rise covered
it to a depth of five feet. The bottoms of
several lakes in the vicinity were elevated and have since been planted with
corn. People lived along the river in
those days more than in the country,
so the big water disturbance did probably more damage than the 'shakes'
where there was no water. So you can
easily see how there can bo a tidal wave
without an ocean and that we may
have one of our own some da3f. When
it comes it should be a good one, so
those eastern people will be satisfied
we did not manufacture it to get even."
POÜRED

OIL ON THE

n

WINE.

.Kalakiu.t Trovented
I:itcnr.il Disturbances.
The abdication of Queen Liluokalani
recalls an incident in which her predHow

Hints

PoU-rrauili-

ecessor, King Kalakaua, figured when
he visited this country eleven or twelve
years ago. The Rambler, says the New
York Commercial Advertiser, does not
recall the exact date, but remembers
that lie met the distinguished monarch
in Philadelphia at the Continental hotel. Kalakaua was fond of the good
tilings of life, including all sorts and
descriptions of liquid refreshments. It
was his proud boast that he always
drank "like a gentleman," which, according to his interpretation, was the
power to consume vast quantities of
champagne without affecting his mental powers or his equilibrium. And lie
could do it; and so could his private
secretary. They were in Philadelphia
for a couple of weeks, and in that time
were wined and dined lavishly by the
best people in town. The king became
a sort of gastronomic mentor for young
blades who wanted to emulate him,
and they thought they had learned
something wonderful when his majesty
confided to them the secret of his ability to dino well and show no after ill
effects. He drank a teaspoonful of
olive oil after cacli bottle of fizz. This,
ho explained, caused the surface of the
wine to remain covered while in the
stomach and prevented the fumes of
carbonic acid gas from going to the
brain.
Kalakaua was regarded with extraordinary favor by the bon yivants of
the day, and would probably have
maintained his reputation as a gentlemanly diner if it had not been for an
unlooked-fo- r
happening.
Ilcr tnilcrstunllni of It.
woman living In one of the fashionable avenues had a bit of statuary bearing tho inscription: "Kismet." , The
housemaid was dusting the room one
day when the mistress appeared.
"Shure, mam, what's the manin' of the
'ritin' on tho bottom of this?" asked the
maid, referring to the inscription on
the statuary. " 'Kismet' means 'Fate,' "
replied the mistress. Bridget was
Imping painfully when she was walking with Pat not long afterward, and
lie asked: "Phwat's the matter, Bridget?" "Faith," was her answer, "I
have the most terrible pains on me

n

i
i

STORIES

OF

THE

NEW

CZAR.

Anecdotes Showing Some of the Characteristics of KutiU's Youni Itulor.

A

j

I

j

The young ez.ir seems tobe doing his
best to make himself personally acquainted with his new subjects in a
way little practiced by any other
o:.iperor of Russia since the reign of
Peter the Great.
lie walks dai'y
along the streets of St. Petersburg,
generally quite unattended, and as ha
is seldom recognized he meets now and
Mien with little adventures
which
;aused him much amusement.
During
one of his promenades he saw a youi.ii
selling for thirity ' kopecks most
terribly unflattering pictures of himself, which so delighted him that he
immediately bought one and gave it to
Princess Alix, with the remark: "It
cannot be so very like, as no one recog-- j
nized mo when I bought it." Neverthe-- i
loss the work of art was put in a place
of honor in the Anitschkow palace,
On another occasion as he was driv- ing slowly along the Nevski a man attempted to throw a letter into tho
'
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carriage, but missed his aim unci the
pcMÜJi fell under t'.ie wheals. Ilia
üi ii- itv immediately ordered one of his
1" via j Uerants to pick it up und give
it to lii'.u, anl, in spite of the almost
tc.rfal entreaties of a high police
oficial win was on the spirit, insisted
on opening it and reading it himself.
Calling the supplicant to the side of the
carriage the emperor promised to grant
his petition, and turning to the ollicials
said in a loud voice: "On no aceount is
the man ta be punished or annoyed in
any way on account of this letter."
It is much comineatod on in court
circles that so far the czar has refused
d
wish
to accede to the
h
of the Grand Duke Michael
and raise himself to the rank
though the whole court
of
would be delighted ta see him in the
becoming and guttering1 uniform. The
reason ho gives is that he prefers to
retain the grada of colonel, which was
bestowed on him by his late father.
-'

HAS

A

CHART FOU HIS COOK.

An Illinois Alnn's Original Method of Cur-

ing Himself of Dyspepsia.

giraffe is the original and natural
knocker? Look at that lon, slender
neck and the lumpy, bony head at tac
end of it. It reminds you of a sledge
hammer, and that is what it Í3 in fact.
When Daisy gets excited she begin ;
knocking; that is, she throws her head
from side to side using it like a hammer
and dealing fearful blows with certain
n. If any other person besides my
self should enter her stall he would get
a blow from her head that would
knock him senseless, and then she
would trample and kick him to death.
The animal has but a small brain, and
cannot be reasoned with. The only
way to get along with her is tobe quiet
and not get her excited. I can do about
as I please with her. I enter the stall
at all times, feed her, and brush her oii
every day. She is a clean beast, and
gives but little trouble. A new keeper
would have a hard time with her, as
she knows me and would not let a
stranger do anything for her," says the
Cincinnati Vimos-StaThe obamunt beast was standing at
the other end of the stall, looking out
of the window at a man who was walking on the hotel porch, but on hearing
her name called out she came over and
stuck her head out of the wire lattice
and looked at the keeper with a bright
look in her face.

There is a man living in Woodlawn
who has dyspepsia, says the Chicago
Tribune. This fact, unfortunately, is
not so extraordinary as to entitle it to
special mention in a great American
city of overwork and underplay, but it
is notable in this instance on account
of the ingenious method resorted to
bv the dyspeptic to cure himself.
He carries to its uttermost the medical
maxim that dyspepsia is due, among
other things, to irregularity in the food
supply. He has eaten on schedule
time and accordimr to hxed rule for
several months, but has not derived
the benefit from this system of diet
which he had hoped for, and has ac
cordingly resolved to take his life, or,
as it happens to be, his stomach into
his own hands and see what he can
do with it. lie has nearly drowned
this useful organ with draughts of hot
water, with or without salt, imbibed
warm milk until he feels almost like an
GiMirso V.'i'.'úi.ioii'rf Coat.
Wo hear a good deal about the sim- infant in arms again, and yet he is not
plicity of life in America in the eight happy. He has even, although an un
eenth coiúury, says the Boston Jour-r.a- l. usually dignified man, chewed gum, but
athis stomach goes on generating as much
l:"t '.'.) ve '.vas probably
tention p iid by men to the matter of tras as a ward meeting.
George
dre;:s than is naid
lie believes that it he will throw this
Washington, who lo the great nnd care style of physic to the dogs and once
less wovld is either in uniform or sol- more eat what he likes, cooked as he
emn black, was fussy enough at the likes to have it, as his mother used to
.
. .1.
.1. ..
i
l...
:t"o oi ii'..ecu 10 i:ni::e uiis nine lor uio cook it, his stomach will again go as
blithely about its work as it did when
of his tailor: "Memorandum
'.'.) have my coat made by the following ho was a happy, whistling farmer boy
Live:;', ions, to be i: rdo a Irook with a and didn't know he had a stomach
Lapel Breast. The Lapel to contain on until he heard of it at tho country
e : c!i side six Button Holes und to be s chool one day. He has a piece of card
about live or six inches wide all the board about two feet m circumference,
way equal, and to turn as the Breast and on this card is a series of circles
on lie ('cat does, to have it made very one within the other. In the center of
Ion;; Waisted and in Length to come the cardboard is a hole just large
dov.il to or below the bent of the knee, enough to admit the little round
the Waist from the Armpit to the Fold kitchen clock which hangs from the
to be exactly as lor.g or longer than wall. Each circle is divided off into
from thence to the Bottom, not to have sections represents ; kip;ci of time.
More than one fold in the Skirt and the Tho innermost circle is marked "Lggs,
top to bo made just to turn in and three the next "BiseuiU and Muffins," the
Button Holes, the Lapel at the top to third "Bread," the fourth "Roast
turn as the Crpe of the Coat and Button Beef," the fifth "Chicken," and so on
nema of the bill of
to come parallel wilh the Button Holes for the
and the last Button Hole on the Breast fare. The cook is in.it ru cted to put tho
to be right opposite the Button on the food on the stove, or inside of it, as the
case may be, only when the minute
Hip."
hand of the clock i.i opposite to tho beThe Coroso nr Ghost Plant.
ginning of one of the sections in the
A writer in the Boston Post, comcircle representing the article to be
(?)
em
menting on the curious floral
cooked and to take it out at the preblem which decorates the volumes of cise moment when the hand has traEmilv Dickinson's poems, speaks of it versed the section thus begun. For
as a botanical curiosity "which few find instance, he wants his eggs cooked just
more than once in their lifetime." The three minutes, not a second more or
facts in the case are these: It is not a less. Accordingly the egg zone is diflower at all, but a species of fungi, and vided into sections of throe minutes
if one "finds a specimen of it but once each. The roast beef must stay in just
or twice in a liiothr.c" it is because lie ;;f teen minutes for every pound it conspends his life on paved streets, in tains; the muffins must bo taken out in
otiice rooms, or confines his rambles to twenty minutes, and so on.
a "two by twice" city lot. It is, as the
Post writer rightly says, known as the
HAS A HARD HEAD.
"corpse" or "ghost" plant, and it grows
Is Like
only in the darkest and dampest nooks The Giraffe's Douin of
Kleilgo 11 limner.
of the dense forests. The early cot Here
"Speaking of knockers," said Ed
of Missouri and other portions of tho
west will remember it as the Indian loyne, who for the hist ten years has
imiaeon keener of Daisv, tho giant giraue
l'ipe. It has a single
t the zoo, "do you know that th
tation flower on the end of a perfec.ly
colorless stem.
often-repeate-

Nikoia-jewidsc-

grc-.iic-

r

to-da-

Tho-.ich- t

bell-shape- d
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.lackdiiwa in Schoolyards.

Birds are not long in learning where
food is to be found. Gulls follow in
the wake of ships and crows in the
wake of the plow. A European writer
habit of
mentions an interesting
tho jackdaws, which live in towers and
belfries. Many of us in our schooldays
must have admired the manner in
which the jackdaws distinguish the
significance of the different school
bells. In general they do not mind the
It is nothing to then,
and they go on with whatever they happen to be doing. Not so with the bells
which murk the beginning and the end
of recreation time. When the bell
strikes for recess the jackdaws abandon
the playgrounds, even before a single
pupil is in sight. Then at the first
stroke of the bell that calls the schol
ars back to the schoolroom down come
the jackdaws in all haste. Each wishes
to be first, that it may have the first
chance at any crumbs that the boys
may have scattered.
The boys have not all gone in, but
no matter. They will have no time now
to molest the birds, and so need not be
dreaded.
bell-ringin-

No Unmistakable Hound.
A good story is told of Sig. Foli,

the

famous basso. Once upon a time he
was singing "The Raft," when a childish voice in the audience suddenly piped
in and attempted to organize an impromptu duet. Foli kept his gravity
with some difficulty until he came to
the line "Hark! What sound is that
which breaks upon my ear?" This so
tickled the fancy of the vocalist that
he interrupted himself with a hearty
laugh and left the platform, followed
by the pianist. Twice they came back
and attempted the song, but finally
had to give it up in despair, much to
nm',"",nt of the audi"""".
ti-.-
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Sundays from 8 a. m. tort p. in.
Mall closes for Fort Bayard. Central, Han-

over, Georgetown and all railroad points

and Fridays.
Mail closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:15 p. m.
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
dally at p. in.
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at 7 a. m Wednesdays, Fridays
und Sundays.
Mall urrl'vos'from Pinos 'Altos dally except
Sundays at il:30 a. m.
L. A.

Skklly. Postmaster

s

noT

well-kno-

HIRE DEPARTMENT.

L. A. Skelly
Chief
St. George Koblnsoii
Assistant Chief
0. C. Whltehlll
Foreman, l. B. Hose Co.
Steve I'lde
Foreman, J. W. P. Hose Co
W. F. Lorenz Foreman. Hook and LadderCo

Rheumatism, Lame Back,
Lumbago,Dyspcpsia,Kidney
and Liver Complaints, and
general

ill-heal- th.

TOPEKA & SANTA FE A pocket edition of Dr, Kanden'a
brated book
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
In Effect August B, 1891.

ATCHISON,

dai-

at :40 a. in.
Mail closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at 8 a. m., Mondays, Wednesdays
ly

Mm

Electric Belt.
Probate Judge
Treasurer
Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
G. R. Brown,
S. S. Braiiuln,
Commissioner
A. J. Clark.
Commissioner Fnrther waste
preciouBtime and
Tlioinas Foster
Commissioner money on drugs,
vacuum treat-wil- l
B. T. Link,
School Superintendent
never cure
ments. elo. Tuev
you. You have SI
probably tried
Nature is A !
them and know,
w
fnuu waiting
Mayor cure you. and
J. W, Fleming,
Buffering
J. W. Carter.
Treasurer from the following '(lMFr it incuruuie:
Win. F. Lorcnx,
Vlcrk Nemlmil WeitkneftM, CiiiInníoiin. I'nrllnl
Attorney or Tolul Impoleiiee, llrain KxhaiiNtion,
Frank Wright,
C. L. Cantley,
Marshal I.onnph, ForKOlfalnpHM,
IndlHrretion,
a. lint natures own rem- SliHiil'Bsni.
scientifically
It is EIM'
must
used.
edv
bo
nOARD OF EDUCATION.
TIIK l l Y.ond the greatest possible perfection
C. Bennett,
Wm. Brahni,
for its application is attained in the
R. L. Powel.
I)r. Hunden Klu-trlBrit. This invention has been sold and given complete satisfaction for nearly thirty years, and we refer
C'OUNClLMEN.
su Borers to hundreds of cures in every State.
M. K. White,
Jas. Gillett.
Throw drugs to the dogs, and join our army
Martin Maher
Geo. I). Jones.
of cures in blessing the greatest boon ever
given weak men. This belt also cures:

O. O.F.
R. V. Newsham.
! Jas L. Rldgely Encampment No. 1. meets N. A. Bol ich. ,
the 2d and 4t.h Wednesdays of each month. E. M. Young.
Visiting patriarchs cordially Invited.
Baylor Shannon,
A. E. Atkins, C. P. A. 11. Laird,
J. J. K ki.ly. Scribe.
T. N.Ohllders.
T

No.

No.

SOB,

Arrives,

DESTINATION.

4:00 p. m.

Silver City

1:1

"
"

12:40
11:15 a. m.
"
10:40
"
8:05

6:3) a. ni.
Lea ve.

Doming

Nutt
Rincón
Las Cruces
El Paso

John

805.

Departs.
10:10
12:40
12:50
1:40
3:2(1
fi:IM

a. m.
p. m.
a. m.
p. m.

"
"

7:40 p. m.
A rrl ves.

II. Miumis, Agent.

cele-

"Three Classes oí Men"
will be sent free, sealed, upon application.
Every man should read it. It in the only full
ever
and complete guido for
Free to ercrybody. Mend lor lt
oiiorod.

The Sanden Electric

Co.,

No. 928 Sixteenth St., Denver, Col.
T.ng,

Also New York, Chicago 4: London,
Largest

Electro-Medica-

1

Concern In the Worldl

